Ramada Unit Franchise on the Offer as Altaameer Begins Offering them to
Hotel Owners and Developers
Al Taameer Launches it's offering of the successful Ramada Hotels chain to potential
hotel owners and developers.
After its resounding success in Mororcoco, and Lebanon,Al Taameer is bringing its
Ramada Hotels to Egypt, Libya, Jordan, Iraq and Libya through the offering of its
franchise units to carefully selected hotel owners and developers. Al Taameer owns
the exclusive master franchise of Ramada, Ramada Hotels and Suites and Ramada
Encore Brands. Top of that, Al Taameer is adding to this offer,its hotel management
services for Ramada Branded hotels in these countries.
"The master Franchise agreement has been acquired from Wyndham Group International
which owns more than 7000 hotel worldwide" according to Mr. Al Bader CEO of Al Taameer. "This master franchise aims at integrating and further enhancing the
acquired experience and strength that Al Taameer has mastered through its 30
years of experience in the business. Al Taameer has performed careful due diligence and exhaustive feasibility studies to safe guard the investors' best interest
and ensure healthy returns on investment from this venture" Mr. Al Bader added.
Al Taameer is putting forward its specialized and established hotel
management services with the master franchise agreement that investors might opt to
have and as such benefitting from world class management, processes, staff development,
operational policies and procedures. "A major benefit of the Master Franchise is that
hotel owners acquiring it shall tap into the abundance of resources and the business
generation that comes with the Central Reservation System( CSR), add to that
professional marketing services, business consultancy services,
industry specific staff development programs, and insightful financial analysis. All these shall provide the potential
investor with adequate resources to achieve the targeted return on investment while providing a shelter from
unnecessary risks" always according to Mr. Al Bader.
Mr. Meshal Al Saleh , business development manager of Al Taameer, revealed that the company has recently completed
an extensive study on the opportunity to develop 15 properties branded with the 3 stars Encore brand which delivers
much demanded class of hospitality business. This will provide investors with an opportunity to materialize profitability
through tapping into an under saturated market with a forceful and established international brand supported by all the
the resources and reach of the mother brand Ramada. This comes at a time when the new market realities resulting
from financial crisis has shifted demand to hospitality services such as Encore which delivers value for money to
customers and healthy returns to investors..
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